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How do I get started?
What's our goal?







What’s this about? Using COUNTER data 
supplied by vendors to analyze usage of 
your institution’s electronic resources.
One of a “stable” of tools available to aid 
collection development.
(Janet K. Chisman (2008) Electronic Resource Usage Data, The Serials Librarian, 53:4, 79-89.)
Usage Data Aggregated - Trends by month for the previous five calendar years




How Do I Get Started?
Understand COUNTER
Learn how Alma works with COUNTER
Keep good documentation
Work with your vendors*












Different Types of Data
JR* (Journal – Example: JR1)
BR* (Book – Example: BR2)
DB* (Database – Example: DB1)
PR* (Platform – Example: PR1)



















Roadmap for Format Support
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What is Our Goal?
What is our goal?  Develop reports showing 
which resources (packages, titles) are or 
are not being used.  This is useful for 
Collection Development.  Also helpful for 
thinking about bibliographic instruction and 
what resources we might need to market 
better…
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Analytics > Usage via COUNTER
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Analytics Integration with Alma
Usage Data are embedded in Alma
Facilitates collection assessment








Manually Loading Data 
Who can do it?
Where do you do it?
How do you do it?
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Who can do what?
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ACQ > Import > Load Usage Data
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Load Usage Data > Quick Add
45
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Load Usage Data > “History”
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Vendor Record > Usage Data
You can manually load usage data



















• You can create your own! 
• Check SUSHI checkbox







• February, May Release Notes
• Alma-L
• Support
• Me!
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Thank You!
lguy@mines.edu
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